
Martin j40 vs Gibson sj 200 short reviews

‘While searching for the one and only guitar I've played lots of guitars lately. Believe me in
Denmark they cost a fortune! So no time for doing any mistakes... I wanted a perfect allround
guitar and found it! I tried Gibson SJ200, Martin HD28 etc. Until i found the J40... A jumbo but
not as big as SJ200. This guitar is...Perfect! In my mind i was looking for Gibson but just try this
guitar and i'm convinced you'll pick this one too! The sound is FANTASTIC!!!I've only owned my
J-40 for a week, but I've been playing a long time and know acoustic guitars pretty well. I
currently own Taylor and Guild acoustics as well as another Martin. In the store, I compared the
J-40 head-to-head against a Taylor GS7, Gibson J-200, J-45, and Hummingbird, a Guild D-55,
and Martin D-28, HD-35, and HD-28V. The Martin J-40 was the standout of the bunch, which
speaks volumes to me. I love the tone of Martin dreadnoughts, but the J-40 has their big, rich
bass without the boominess and with much better treble high frequency response - in short, it
has a much more balanced sound, in my opinion. It's also just as loud as the dreadnoughts. The
string spacing at the bridge is a little tight for fingerpicking, in my opinion, making this primarily a
strummer's and flatpicker's guitar; however, it does sound outstanding played fingerstyle. How
to describe the sound? Full, deep, rich, balanced; but beyond that adjectives fail me. It sounds
beautiful to my ear, better than all the other amazing guitars I compared it with. I think it's the
most underrated and least known of Martin's line, but possibly the best. I'll have this guitar for
life and eventually pass it down to my daughter.
For my taste, the J-40 has just the right amount of ornamentation; a little bling, but not
overdone. I would have preferred a factory-installed pickup system, but I can have that added
easily enough. I don't understand why Martin doesn't include strap buttons on their guitars, but
that's almost too minor to mention.
In a word, perfect. I've been over my J-40 very carefully, and I can find no flaw in it, anywhere.
It's pricey, but not unreasonably so considering the quality, features, and tone, as well as the
fact that it's American-made.’
‘The J 200 is an addition to my only other Gibson, the Songwriter Studio Deluxe EC. The
Songwriter is like the majority of guitars, using Sitka top and Rosewood back and sides. I
wanted something different. Something that isn't like the majority of guitars. Something with a
little more "wow" factor. And boy, Gibson did not disappoint. If only I could select the right verbs
to describe this awesome guitar. Beautiful. Elegant. Stunning. A few words that are totally
inadequate to describe this guitar. The fit and finish is totally perfect. I am " wowed" every time I
look at the J200. The playability and tone just blows me away. While the Songwriter is brighter
the J200 has a more consistent, mellow tone. Finger picking, using your fleshy fingers, will
produce a more mellow tone as compared to the Songwriter, which is brighter. However, the
J200 has a more consistent tone over all the strings any place on the neck. I didn't seem to get
that with the Songwriter. The J200 is such a dream to play and listen to that I would suspect I
will not be playing the Songwriter much. Am I going to throw the Songwriter in the dumpster?
Hmmm. Probably not. Anyone interested in a used Songwriter? hahaha. I am an intermediate
guitarist. So, moving up and down the neck, whether strumming, flat or finger picking, has not
always be easy on my previous guitar. On the J200, it now seems much easier. And, notes that
didn't always ring true on the Songwriter, now ring true and full and more resonate on the J200.
I wouldn't want anyone to shy away from the Songwriter. Its a marvelous guitar. But, its not a
J200. Paying another 2 grand for the J200 makes a big difference in playability, sound, and
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beauty. I can only imagine the improvement as the guitar ages. Not sure it can get any better
than this. I am blown away. If you have been on the fence about whether to jump up to the
J200, then I'd say, get off the fence and purchase this truly magnificent guitar. You will not be
disappointed.’
Each one of our guitars is unique in it's own way. Ready to find your perfect acoustic
guitar?Whether you’re a beginner or a seasoned player,you will both need a Guitar of Your
Own,with the right features for
you.With so many body styles, woods, price points, and other important features that can set a
quality acoustic guitar apart in tone and playability, how do you navigate through all of these
options to find the
one that’s just right for you?We specialize in affordable custom made guitars with many shapes
and stypes. It is our mission to provide an instrument that surpasses expectations in beauty and
quality, at a price
that working musicians can easily afford.Go CUSTOM! Custom Martin d 45 dreadnought
acoustic guitar,martin d 45e retro,martin d 45v vintage,martin d 45s acoustic guitar,martin d 28v
vintage,martin d28 1941
authentic,martin d 28 standard series,martin d28 marquis,martin d35 vs martin hd 35,martin d28
vs hd28,martin hd 28v va martin d 28 vs hd 28e retro,martin d 18,martin d41,d 42,om 45 om45
authentic
vts,martin om 42,martin om28,martin 000 28s,martin ooo 28ec eric clapton signature,martin
00-42sc stage coach,martin 00 18v,00 28 oo-28vs oo28 grand concert acoustic guitar,martin j40
acoustic guitar,martin
small guitars,best acoustic guitars, custom taylor k 22ce, k 24ce,916ce,810ce,914ce
concert,814ce,714ce,516ce,614ce,custom chibsongibson j200 sj200,hummingbird, elvis presley
signature dove,j 45 vs
hummingbird vs d 45 vs d28 vs d45, prs, 1959 goldtop les paul lp,7v,1960s strat,merle haggard
signature tele,usa cusstom guitars,music man majesty guitar,we build include Jumbo,Small
Jumbo, Parlor,
Dreadnought, Auditorium,Concert,Orchestr and many more.We have an extensive collection of
premium domestic and exotic tonewoods that are dried and ready for use.With our guidance
you will choose every
detail of your guitar. Traditional options include cutaway,headstock design, binding, tuners, etc.
More unique features include wedged body, beveled armrest, soundport and more.6 String
Guitars?7String Guitars?8String Guitars?To get more information and best guitar price from
info@guitarsofchina.com
WhatsApp: +8613305315989
008613305315989
www.greatguitarshop.com
www.guitarchordsshop.com
https://www.facebook.com/goodcustomguitars
https://www.facebook.com/guitarchordsshop
Now ready to make a martin jumbo guitar j 40 j40 acoustic guitar of your own.Go custom!
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